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Abstract 

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to compare the efficacy of home exercise with 

class-based exercise and home exercise alone on functional disability for the patient with 

knee osteoarthritis. Objectives: To determine the socio-demography of Knee 

Osteoarthritis pain and to analyze the efficacy of home exercise with class-based exercise 

on reducing pain, stiffness and improving function by reducing disability. Methodology: 

This study is an experimental design sixteen patients with Knee Osteoarthritis were 

conveniently selected from musculo-skeletal outpatient unit, CRP and then 8 patients 

were randomly assigned to Home exercise with class-based exercise group and 8 patients 

to the only Home exercise group. Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) was used to 

measure pain and Western Ontario & McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index 

(WOMAC) was used to measure pain, stiffness and disability. Statistical analysis was 

done by using Mann- Whitney U test. Results: The researcher found the male female 

ratio between 16 the patients, and 12% (n=2) were Male and 88% (n=14) were Female. 

Among them, In Control Group 6% (n=1) were Male and 44% (n=7) were Female and in 

Experimental Group 6% (n=1) were Male and 44% (n=7) were Female, mean age of 

experimental group was 53 years and the mean age of control group is 51 years, almost 

88% (n=14) were house wife, about 6 % (n=1) were business, about 6% (n=1) were 

retired of the occupation, almost 69% (n=11) were urban area, about 31 % (n=5) were 

rural area. Mean difference of pain between pre-test and post-test of experimental group 

and control group were 5.4% and 5.8% and mean difference of WOMAC score between 

pre-test and post-test of experimental group and control group were 48.06% and 43.44%.  

Following application of treatment the study found that the experimental group showed a 

significant improvement (p<.05) in case of knee osteoarthritis. Conclusion: This 

experimental study shows that Home exercise with class-based exercise is more effective 

than Home exercise alone on functional disability for the patients with Knee 

osteoarthritis. 

Keywords: Home exercise, class-based exercise, functional disability, knee 

osteoarthritis. 
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CHAPTER: I                                                                INTRODUCTION 

1.1Background 

In worldwide osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common musculoskeletal conditions, 

affecting the functional abilities of millions of people (kruger-jakins et al., 2016). 

Osteoarthritis is the most common condition affecting synovial joints (Andre et al., 

2008). Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic disease. It is located in the joints, affecting one 

third of adults and presenting a tendency to increase with age (Imoto et al., 

2012).Osteoarthritis (OA), the most common rheumatic disease, primarily affects the 

articular cartilage and subchondral bone of a synovial joint and results in joint failure. 

The most typical radiographic features are the formation of osteophytes at the joint 

margins, joint space narrowing, subchondral sclerosis, subchondral cyst formation and 

chondrocalcinosis. It has been estimated that about 40% to 80% of people with 

radiographic changes will have symptomatic disease. The Framingham Osteoarthritis 

Study found that 10% of people aged 63 years and over had symptomatic knee OA in the 

presence of radiographic changes (Fransen et al., 2015).  

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common type of lower limb OA. Osteoarthritis 

incidence studies indicate that women, older adults, and those who are obese or who have 

a history of a knee injury have a moderate to strongly increased risk of knee symptoms, 

and radiographic and symptomatic OA (Murphy et al., 2015). Knee Osteoarthritis (OA) 

can be associated with symptoms of pain, instability, reduction of range of motion 

(ROM) and consequently, decline in quality of life and function. This functional 

limitation results in an increase of the risk of morbidity and mortality (Imoto et al., 2012).  

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a major public health issue and causes chronic pain and 

disability among elderly in most of the developed countries. It is characterised by several 

pathological features, including joint space narrowing and osteophytosis (Muraki et al., 

2013).Symptomatic knee osteoarthritis (OA) affects -6% of the adult population and 

occurs in almost 10% of those over age 65. It accounts for the majority of total knee 

replacements in the United States, and recent evidence suggests that it accounts for as 

much lower extremity physical disability in the elderly as any other disease (Shakoor et 
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al., 2009).  Despite the urgent need of strategies for the prevention and treatment of this 

condition, demographics on the overall disease prevalence and the affected subgroups are 

not adequately characterised yet. The reported prevalence of radiographic knee OA 

differs considerably among previous population-based epidemiologic studies.In addition, 

apart from age, sex, obesity and occupational activities, there are only a few other 

established risk factors for knee OA (Muraki et al., 2013).  

The etiology of knee OA is not entirely clear, but its incidence increases with age and in 

women. Obesity is a risk factor for the development and progression of knee OA and the 

need for total joint replacement (Deyle et al., 2006). According to Muraki et al (2013), 

Obesity is a strong risk factor for incident knee OA, possibly because of the accumulation 

of mechanical stress on the knee joint. Previous studies have found that female genderis 

also a strong risk factor for incident KL ≥ 2 knee OA, possibly implicating the 

involvement of muscle strength to compensate for mechanical stress. As men generally 

have more muscle strength than women, muscle strength involvement may compensate 

for the mechanical stresson the joint, which reduces the risk of occurrence of the disease 

in men.In Bangladesh, knee osteoarthritis is one of the familiar disabling diseases 

affecting both elderly male and female (Connor, 2007).  

Osteoarthritis affects 12% of the population aged 25 to 74 years. Over the 70 years, 

radiographic osteoarthritis in the small joint of the hand is present in more than 80% of 

the population. An estimated 34% of United Kingdom populations over 45 years of age 

have radiographic osteoarthritis of the knees and 19% of those over 55 years have 

radiographic osteoarthritis of the hips. Up to two-third of those with knee osteoarthritis 

and one-third of those with hip osteoarthritis have symptoms related to their disease 

(Baar et al., 2008). 

Approximately 60 million Americans have knee OA and this number will increase by 

50% over the next decade.  Knee pain during movement due to OA is a strong predictor 

of an increased need for functional assistance, and is the second leading cause of 

disability in the US.  Approximately 10–30% of people diagnosed with OA have pain 

severe enough to limit function and cause disability, and this percentage is increasing. 

Loss of leg muscular strength is associated with increased pain and disability, as well as a 

more rapid progression of knee OA (Vincent et al., 2012). 
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Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is common and contributes greatly to morbidity in the 

community. Treatment is generally aimed at reducing pain and maintaining function. 

There is increasing interest in the role of various forms of exercise therapy in OA.  Many 

of the studies to date are limited by small numbers and lack of controls.  In addition they 

have generally used sophisticated and expensive apparatus, which limits their application 

to a community setting. As hospital based, such studies have focused on subjects with 

moderate or severe structural change, in whom there may be limited scope for 

improvement (Reilly et al., 2016).Currently, there is no known cure for OA. However, 

disease-related factors, such as impaired muscle function and reduced fitness, are 

potentially amenable to exercise. International guidelines advocate various non-

pharmacological treatments, including exercise, as the first line of management for 

people with knee OA (Fransen et al., 2015). 

Patella mobilizations may be beneficial for individuals with a variety of conditions, 

including post-operative rehab and knee osteoarthritis (OA) (Michael et al., 

2010). Several studies have used knee mobilizations for treatment of knee pathology. 

Patella mobilization is critical to prevent patellar tendon adhesion and increase 

patellofemoral joint reaction (Hurst et al., 2010) 

Physiotherapeutic treatment, and particularly exercise, has been part of the management 

of knee osteoarthritis for nearly a century  and is the second most frequently prescribed 

treatment after oral medication. What is specifically unknown is whether such exercise 

should be performed by patients individually, at home, or be undertaken in a class-based 

setting as evidence exists to support both methods of provision (McCarthy et al., 2004). 
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1.2 Justification of the study  

Osteoarthritis (OA) represents a clinical classification of pathological conditions 

involving a progressive degeneration of articular cartilage, a remodelling of sub-chondral 

bone and a synovitis which is usually limited. The condition is variously described as a 

part of a process of age-related change or a disease. It is twice as prevalent in women 

than men and increases in incidence with age, there being a major rise after 60 years (Haq 

et al., 2010). People with symptomatic OA of the knee complain of deep, aching pain. In 

early disease, pain is intermittent and mostly associated with joint use. For many people, 

symptomatic disease progresses and the pain becomes more chronic and may also be 

present at rest and during the night. The joint feels 'stiff', resulting in typical pain and 

difficulty when initiating movement after a period of rest. With advanced disease, 

patients may experience crepitus or deep 'creaking' sounds on movement and the range of 

joint motion often becomes limited. People with progressive symptomatic knee OA 

experience increasing difficulty with daily functional activities. In fact, knee OA is 

responsible for more disability in walking, stair climbing and housekeeping in non-

institutionalised people aged 50 years and over than any other disease. Ultimately, 

chronic OA involving the lower limb joints leads to reduced physical fitness with 

resultant increased risk of cardiovascular co-morbidity (Fransen et al., 2015).Osteoarthritis 

(OA) is a serious joint disease that leads to a reduced quality of life. In 2003, OA was the 

sixth leading cause of disability worldwide, and has been estimated to rise to the fourth 

leading cause by 2020. A 2004 study carried out in a general population estimated that 

the prevalence of symptomatic OA in those aged 60 and above was 9.6% in men and 

18% in women. Approximately 25% of adults aged over 55 report at least one episode of 

knee pain each year, which is likely to reflect underlying OA. OA is commonly presented 

in general practice, over 7 years an estimated 13% of older adults receive a diagnosis of 

OA (Silverwood et al., 2015).Osteoarthritis has a significant impact on our society 

because it is the most prevalent musculoskeletal disorder. The knee joint is most 

frequently affected by osteoarthritis and the number of patients with disabling 

osteoarthritis of the knee is rapidly increasing day by day. Most of the available literature 

shows that there is no effective treatment for osteoarthritis, and individuals with this 

disease have little benefit from prescribed medications (Holman &Lorig, 2006). 
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The purpose of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of class-based home exercise 

along with conventional physiotherapy on functional disability for the patient with knee 

osteoarthritis. There were some research articles published about physiotherapy 

intervention for patient with knee osteoarthritis, but class-based exercise program for 

knee osteoarthritis is not so focused among them and only a very few research articles 

published regarding class-based exercise program for knee osteoarthritis. So, in this study 

―Efficacy of class-based home exercise along with conventional physiotherapy on 

functional disability for the patient with knee OA‖ will give the evidence for 

effectiveness of class-based exercise program for knee OA. However, research helps to 

improve the knowledge of health professionals, as well as develops the profession. The 

results of the study may help to guide physiotherapists to give best treatment in patient 

with knee OA, which will be beneficial for both the patient with knee OA and for 

developing the field of physiotherapy profession.  
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1.3 Aim 

The aim of the study is to compare the effectiveness of combined exercise including 

class-based homeexercise along with conventional physiotherapy versus only home 

exercise along with conventional physiotherapy on functional disability for the patient 

with knee osteoarthritis. 

1.4 Objective 

1.4.1 General objective 

 To fine out the effectiveness of class-based home exercise along with 

conventional physiotherapy in the treatment of knee osteoarthritis. 

1.4.2 Specific objective  

 To compare the effectiveness of home exercise with or without class-based 

exercise along with conventional physiotherapy in the treatment of knee 

osteoarthritis. 

 To measure pain level before and after home exercise with or without class-

based exercise. 

 To measure joint stiffness before and after home exercise with or without class-

based exercise. 

 To measure functional disability before and after home exercise with or without 

class-based exercise. 

1.5 Hypothesis 

Class-based home exercise along with conventional physiotherapy is more effective than 

only home exercise along with conventional physiotherapy on functional disability for 

the patient with knee osteoarthritis.  

1.6 Null hypothesis 

Class-based home exercise along with conventional physiotherapy is no more effective 

than only home exercise along with conventional physiotherapyon functional disability 

for the patient with knee osteoarthritis.  
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1.7 Theoretical framework 

Dependent variable: Knee osteoarthritis 

Independent variables:  

Home exercise 

 

With conventional physiotherapy 

It helps to improvement of patient‘s condition to decrease pain, joint stiffness, and to 

increase functional ability to perform daily living activities 

Home exercises are effective for the patient with knee osteoarthritis 

 

Class-based home exercise 

With conventional physiotherapy 

It encourages and motivates patient to do exercise and patient feel safe in class to see 

another patient by suffering same condition, it also helps to increase patient‘s awareness 

about their condition 

 

Class-based home exercise helps to improve patient‘s practical knowledge so that patient 

can perform exercise regularly and appropriately at home 

 

Regular and appropriate exercise helps to better improvement of patient‘s condition to 

decrease more pain, more joint stiffness and to more increase in functional ability to 

perform daily living activities 

 

Class-based home exercise is more effective for the patient with knee osteoarthritis 
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1.8 Operational definition 

Knee Osteoarthritis: KneeOsteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease characterized by 

progressive destruction of joint cartilage and associated structures such as bone, synovial 

and fibrous joint capsule and the periarticular musculature. 

 

Functional disability:Functional disability or diversity is a politically and socially 

correct term for special needs, disability, impairment and handicap, which began to be 

used in Spain in scientific writing, at the initiative of those directly affected, in 2005. A 

functional disability limits a person‘s ability to perform physical activities, have a 

significant sensory impairment, need long-term care, use assistive devices, technology or 

exercises. 

Home exercise:  A home exercise program is one that‘s done at home. It is an exercise 

program in which the person engages in at their residence. 

 

Class-based exercise: exercises which are giving through a class where a group is set of 

a people which are considered together because they have suffering in a common 

condition. 
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CHAPTER: II      LITERATURE REVIEW 

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is the leading cause of pain and disability in older people 

(Wylde et al., 2016). In knee osteoarthritis loses cartilage, the bone grows to try and 

repair the damage. Instead of making things better, however, the bone grows abnormally 

and makes things worse. For exemple, the bone can become misshapen and make the 

joint painful and ustable. (Fransen& McConnell, 2008). 

The Framingham Osteoarthritis Study found that 10% of people aged 63 years and over 

had symptomatic knee osteoarthritis in the presence of radiographic changes (Fransen& 

McConnell, 2008). Osteoarthritis incidence studies indicate that women, older adults, and 

those who are obese or have a history of a knee injury have a moderate to strongly 

increased risk of knee symptoms, and radiographic and symptomatic osteoarthritis 

(Murphy et al., 2015). 

Though exact cause is not known (Mounach et al., 2008) the following factors are 

suspected to , causation of primary OA are age, obesity , genetics, occupation involving 

prolonged standing, sports, multiple metabolic disorders (Conaghan et al., 2008). Another 

study shows the factors that are responsible for primary osteoarthritis are crystals in joint 

fluid or cartilage, high bone mineral density, injury to the joint, peripheral neuropathy, 

joint hyper mobility (Mounach et al., 2008). 

The causes of secondary osteoarthritis of the knee are as valgus and varus deformities of 

the knee, Rheumatoid arthritis, infection, TB, hyperparathyroidism, over use of intra 

articular steroid therapy (Conaghan et al., 2008). Repeated minor trauma may lead to 

micro fractures and subsequent OA. Occupational factors are thought to be important in 

the development of secondary OA. Hemophillia, acromegaly and hyperthyroidism all 

predispose joints to secondary OA (Veerapan et al., 2007). 
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Overweight is a risk factor for knee osteoarthritis. Weight reduction reduces not only the 

symptoms and progression of osteoarthritis, but also the risk of acquiring osteoarthritis. 

The Osteoarthritis Research Society International Group strongly recommends that 

patients with osteoarthritis lose weight and maintain weight at a lower level in 

overweight patients. Maintaining the body mass index at 25 kg/m2 or below would reduce 

osteoarthritis in the population by 27–53%. As mentioned, knee injuries such as knee 

ligament tears, meniscal injuries and fractures involving the articular surfaces is a strong 

risk factor for knee osteoarthritis (Dillon et al., 2006). 

OA principally involves with the patelo-femoral and medial tibiofemoral compartments 

of the knee (Robert &Petrella, 2010). There are several inter related features common to 

osteoarthritic joints (Chapple et al., 2011). Predominant symptoms to osteoarthritis are 

pain (Conaghan et al., 2008). Most knee OA pain is well localized to the anterior or 

medial aspects of the knee and upper tibia (Robert &Petrella, 2010). It is aggravated by 

prolongation of work or exertion and relieved by taking rest. Pain occurs due fibrosis of 

capsule, stretching the shrunken capsule , muscular fatigue, bone pressure due to vascular 

congestion and intraosseoushypertention (Lawrence et al., 2008). Patelo-femoral pain is 

usually worse going up and down stairs. In late stage pain as being worse at night and 

after rest, due to raised pressure insubchondral bone (Robert &Petrella, 2010). 
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Swelling may be intermittent (suggesting an effusion) or continues (with capsular 

thickening or large osteophytes) (Lawrence et al., 2008). Stiffness is present after rest and 

a little time to wear off with movement (Veerapan et al., 2007). There is a reduction in 

compliance of soft tissue as a result of degenerative change and secondary inflammatory 

process. In addition as the subchondral micro fractures heal and formation of callus that 

causes a loss of joint mobility and stiffness follows. The combination of joint pain, 

stiffness and possible effusion will often cause patients to limit their activities and 

consequent loss of end of range movement (Chapple et al., 2011). Minimal tenderness 

and coarse crepitus can be elicited (Conaghan et al., 2008).  

Crepitus can be increased from mild cracking to loud sounds in advanced disease. Loss of 

proprioception, loss of ligamentous control and loss of negative pressure within the joint 

as a result of effusions all contribute to joint instability in OA (Veerapan et al., 2007). 

Chronic muscle inhibition is often linked to chronic pain and will lead to atrophy and 

ensuing muscle weakness (Chapple et al., 2011). Especially weakness and wasting of the 

quardriceps muscle which is responsible for the knee extension (Robert &Petrella, 2010). 

Chronic oedema of synovial membrane and capsule makes the joint appear large. Muscle 

atrophy may also make the joint look bigger (Veerapan et al., 2007). 

Pain is the major stimulus for people with knee osteoarthritis (OA) to seek medical 

attention but the causes of pain are complex and radiographs which are the standard for 

clinical imaging in OA are often discordant with symptoms. In recent years there has 

been increasing interest in the role of the synovium in painful OA. Although nowhere as 

florid or extensive as the inflammation observed in rheumatoid arthritis, clinical effusions 

and capsular thickening can be clinically evident in some joints with knee OA, and are 

more frequently observed using sensitive measures such as ultrasound (US) and 

MRI3e10. Synovial changes in OA are regarded by many as a secondary response to the 

degradation of cartilage11 though there are others who advocate them as a primary driver 

for OA which may be partly responsible for pain and disease progression (Hall et al., 

2014).  
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The pain of OA is usually related to activity. For OA of the knee, activities such as 

climbing stairs, getting out of a chair, and walking long distances bring on pain. Morning 

stiffness usually lasts less than 30 minutes (Zhang & Jordan, 2010).In fact, knee OA is 

more responsible than any other disease for disability in walking, stair climbing and 

housekeeping among non-institutionalized people 50 years of age and older (Lane et al., 

2011). 

The menisci perform many important roles within the knee joint complex, such as 

improving congruity and stability of the femoro-tibial contact, mechanical shock 

absorption and loadsharing, facilitating limited rotation via meniscotibial translation, and 

generating proprioceptive feedback via internal mechanoreceptors. Menisci consist of 

approximately 75% collagen by dry weight, with collagen fibrils predominantly oriented 

in a circumferential fashion to resist tensile hoop stresses during loading. A complex of 

meniscotibial, meniscofemoral, and peripheral capsular attachments restrain meniscal 

movement, particularly outward ‗extrusion‘ under loading (Cake et al., 2013) 

Diagnosis of osteoarthritis focuses on two major goals. When diagnosing OA, the doctor 

must first differentiate osteoarthritis from other types of arthritis. It is also important to 

determine whether a patient has primary osteoarthritis or a secondary form of 

osteoarthritis associated with another disease or condition. Early, accurate diagnosis of 

osteoarthritis is necessary so that appropriate treatment options can be considered. To 

diagnose osteoarthritis, doctor will make assessments using: Medical history will include 

information about past medical conditions, allergies, treatments, and surgical procedures 

as well as current medical issues (Vincent et al., 2012) 

During the physical examination, doctor will observe for any signs and symptoms which 

commonly are associated with osteoarthritis. The doctor will look for:Joint swelling, 

Joint tenderness, Decreased range of motion in joints, Visible joint damage (i.e., bony 

growths). In imaging studies X-rays are typically used to confirm the diagnosis of 

osteoarthritis. X-rays can reveal osteophytes at the joint margins, joint space narrowing, 

and subchondral bone sclerosis. Subchondral bone is the layer of bone which is just 

below the cartilage. While MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) is a more sensitive 

imaging (Silverwood et al., 2015). 
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The majority of patients with osteoarthritis are managed in primary care, and the 

prevalence of knee osteoarthritis is such that simple interventions which are effective in a 

community setting are necessary (Andre et al., 2008). Treatment is generally aimed at 

reducing pain and maintaining function. There is increasing interest in the role of various 

forms of exercise therapy in osteoarthritis (O‘Reilly et al., 2016).  Currently, there is no 

known cure for osteoarthritis. However, disease-related factors, such as impaired muscle 

function and reduced fitness, are potentially amenable to exercise . International 

guidelines advocate various non-pharmacological treatments, including exercise, as the 

first line of management for people with osteoarthritis (Fransen& McConnell, 2008). 

Recommendations and guidelines for the management of osteoarthritis have been 

published by several different scientific organizations  However, most of them are 

produced by national organizations, or are restricted to the use of specific interventions, 

such as physical therapy in many instances, or selected drug classes many OA 

management recommendations across organizations, controversies remain and are related 

to the use of some non pharmacological  interventions (e.g. acupuncture,  knee braces, 

heel wedges) and, within pharmacological treatments, to the pharmacological class of 

symptomatic slow-acting drugs in osteoarthritis (SYSADOAs), mainly rep- resented by 

glucosamine sulfate and chondroitin sulfate, and to some extent by intra-articular 

hyaluronic acid (Reginster et al., 2015). 

Clinical trials in OA suffer from a large placebo effect and most pharmacological 

treatments are shown to have, at best, a mild-to-moderate effect oral NSAIDs had an 

effect size in the mild-to moderate range over oral placebo, intra-articular hyaluronic acid 

emerged asthe most effective treatment for knee OA pain (Rieger, 2008). 
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The knee joint is commonly affected in osteoarthritis and it is estimated that 10% of 

people aged over 60 years experience knee osteoarthritis symptoms, resulting in 

substantial pain and physical dysfunction. Current evidence demonstrates beneficial 

effects of exercise therapy on pain and physical function in knee osteoarthritis, without 

the common and sometimes serious side effects associated with pharmacological and 

surgical interventions. Consequentially, exercise is considered the cornerstone of 

conservative management and is recommended in all clinical guidelines internationally 

(Chang et al., 2015). 

Physiotherapeutic treatment, and particularly exercise, has been part of the management 

of knee osteoarthritis for nearly a century and is the second most frequently prescribed 

treatment after oral medication . What is specifically unknown is whether such exercise 

should be performed by patients individually, at home, or be undertaken in a class-based 

setting as evidence exists to support both methods of provision (McCarthy et al., 2004). 

A reduction in pain and improve functional ability has been shown with a home exercise 

programme, which is consistent for all measures of pain(O‘Reilly et al., 2016).The 

supplementation of a home exercise programme with a class-based exercise programme 

did result in an improvement in locomotor function(McCarthy et al., 2004).High-quality 

evidence indicates that land-based therapeutic exercise provides short-term benefit that is 

sustained for at least two to six months after cessation of formal treatment in terms of 

reduced knee pain, and moderate-quality evidence shows improvement in physical 

function among people with knee osteoarthritis.Poor physical fitness is another 

impairment reported among people with knee OA. Physiological reserve for aerobic 

capacity is enhanced primarily by increasing muscle oxidative capacity. Aerobic exercise 

(e.g. walking, cycling) of sufficient intensity increases muscle oxidative enzymes and 

muscle capillarisation, hence increasing peak oxygen uptake. Higher oxygen uptake is 

inversely related to morbidity and mortality and renders every submaximal daily task 

easier (in terms of effort). Thus, improved fitness may enhance quality of life by allowing 

a greater range of available daily tasks, thereby improving physical function (Fransen et 

al., 2015). 
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There is a good evidence to support the use of a number of physiotherapy interventions in 

the management of knee joint osteoarthritis (Arshad et al., 2015). The management of 

OA depends on the joint involvement, the stage of the disorder, the severity of the 

symptoms, age of the patient and his or her functional needs (Lawrence et al., 2008).  

The major goal of physiotherapy are educate the patient , caregivers and relatives, 

Relieve symptoms such as pain and stiffness, Preserve joint motion and function by 

limiting disease progression (Reijman et al., 2007), Strengthen weak muscles related to 

the arthritis joint, Encourage correct function, Minimize disability (Kornaat et al., 2006). 

Physical activity is defined as body movement that is produced by the contraction of the 

skeletal muscles and that increases energy expenditure, whereas exercise is planned, 

structured and repetitive movement to improve or maintain one or more components of 

physical fitness. Exercise has proven benefits in the various components of health-related 

physical fitness—defined by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) to 

consist of cardiorespiratory fitness, body composition, muscular strength, muscular 

endurance and flexibility.Exerciseprogrammes are complex interventions that vary with 

exercise type, frequency, intensity and duration, as well as the mode of delivery 

(individual-group, supervised-unsupervised or facility-home-based). There is a common 

tendency to pool clinical trial data on exercise as an indistinct entity when formulating 

conclusions on exercise effects. Such results can be misleading because the effects of 

exercise can be moderated by the nature of the exercise programmes itself and by both 

patient and disease characteristics (Hinman&Crossley, 2007). 

Most exercise interventions for OA conventionally fall into one of the following physical 

performance categories: strengthening, aerobic, flexibility and skills/balance. In theory, 

the health benefits accrued are specific to the type of exercise. For example, aerobic 

activity to improve cardiorespiratory fitness can improve sleep and well-being and reduce 

all-cause mortality, whereas strengthening primarily improves local muscle function and 

proprioception to improve joint stability and local biomechanical functioning. However, 

there is evidence that both forms of exercise can reduce pain and improve function so 

both are recommended in most recent guidelines.Other than strengthening or aerobic 

exercises, range of motion (ROM) exercise is also believed to be beneficial in improving 
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symptoms and function. This is especially useful when functional and structural 

properties of periarticular soft tissue have been compromised following acute knee 

swelling or prolonged joint immobilisation. Other types of exercise that incorporates 

‗mind and body‘ components such as Tai Chi and Yoga are also gaining interest for its 

role in improving symptoms and function. It is possible that these may have additional 

benefits such as modulation of the inflammatory response and reduction of central 

sensitisation in people with OA (Goh et al., 2016). 

As the number of people who have osteoarthritic disease is increasing, the prevention of 

osteoarthritis is important and necessary. Osteoarthritis has three strong risk factors 

(excessive musculoskeletal loading, high body mass index and previous knee injury) in 

which prevention may work. According to Hochberg, avoiding squatting and kneeling 

and carrying heavy loads during work have been associated with a reduction of 15–30% 

in the prevalence of osteoarthritis in men. Another study showed a significant exposure–

response relationship between symptomatic knee osteoarthritis and squatting and 

kneeling (Dillon et al., 2006). 

Prevention programs for sports injury, especially ACL injury, have recently shown 

encouraging results. Norwegian studies showed that the prevention of ACL injuries was 

possible with the use of neuromuscular training programs. Prevention of joint injuries 

would give an additional 14–25% reduction in the prevalence of osteoarthritis (Takeda et 

al., 2011). 
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CHAPTER: III                                          METHODOLOGY 

This research was a quantitative evaluation of the comparison between the exercise 

programs combined with only home exercise and class-based home exercise along with 

conventional physiotherapyfor  management of pain, stiffness and functional activities of 

the patients with knee osteoarthritis. To identify the effectiveness of this treatment 

approach Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) and Western Ontario & McMaster 

Universities Osteoarthritis Index was used as measurement tools for measuring the level 

of pain, stiffness and functional activities in several functional positions. 

3.1 Study design 

The study was conducted by using a quantitative randomized control trail design with 

two different subject groups. Randomized control trail design is a method of testing 

hypothesis by which cause and effect can be established. 

The study was true experimental between different subject designs. Both groups received 

a common treatment regimen. Only the experimental group received the home exercise 

with class-based exercise program while in control group only home exercise program 

was given. 

A pre-test (before exercise) and post-test (after exercise) was administered with each 

subject of both groups to compare the pain effects, stiffness and functional ability before 

and after the treatment. The design could be shown by- 

 

r   o   x   o   (experimental group) 

r   o        o   (control group)  
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Flowchart of the phases of randomized controlled trial 

 

  

 Assessed for eligibility 

Enrollment  

 Randomized to case or control group (n=16) 

  

Case group (n1=8) Control group (n2=8) 

  

AllocationReceived intervention Received intervention 

Home exercise with                              Home exercise only 

                         Class-based exercise 

 

 

Follow-up        Followed up (after 6 session) Followed up (after 6 session) 

 

 

Analysis          Analyzed Analyzed 

 

 

A flowchart for a randomized controlled trial of a treatment program includingclass-

based home exercise with conventional physiotherapy for the patient with knee 

osteoarthritis 
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3.2 Study area 

Physiotherapy musculoskeletal department of Centre for Rehabilitation of the 

Paralysed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka. 

3.3 Study population 

The study population was the patients diagnosed as knee osteoarthritis in the 

Musculoskeletal Unit of Physiotherapy Department at CRP, Savar, Dhaka. 

3.4 Sample size 

In this study, 16 participants were selected according to inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

8 participants were in experimental group and 8 participants in control group. 

3.5 Sampling 

Subjects, who met the inclusion criteria, were taken as sample in this study. Sixteen 

patients with knee osteoarthritis were selected from musculoskeletal physiotherapy 

department of CRP (Savar). Among them 8 patients were selected for the experimental 

group (received class-based home exercise with conventional physiotherapy) and rest 8 

patients were selected for control group ( received only home exercise with conventional 

physiotherapy) by computer generated random number using Microsoft Office Excel 

2010 because it improves internal validity of experimental research. The samples were 

given numerical number C1, C2, C3 etc. for the control group and E1, E2, E3 etc for 

experimental group. The study was a single blinded technique. 
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3.6 Inclusion criteria 

 Age more than 45 years are included. 

  Male and female both are included. 

 Radiologically confirmed knee osteoarthritis (McCarthy et al., 2004). 

  Patients who are willing to participate. 

 Patient who have no pshychological problem.  

3.7 Exclusion criteria 

 Patient who had received NSAIDs. 

  Patient with severe psychological problem. 

  Patient with knee OA secondary to inflammatory arthritis (McCarthy et al., 

2004). 

  Patient who had received an intra-articular steroid injection in the knee 

(McCarthy et al., 2004). 

  Patient who are pregnant.   

3.8 Method of data collection 

3.8.1 Data collection tools 

In this particular study, a written questionnaire, pen, paper, pencil, a written book 

(Bengali version) of home exercise. 

3.8.2 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was developed under the advice and permission of the supervisor 

following certain guidelines. There were one close ended questions with Numeric Pain 

Rating Scale (NPRS) and twenty four close ended question with Western Ontario 

McMaster University (WOMAC) osteoarthritis index each question was formulated to 

identify the change of pain, stiffness, functional ability with each activity and all 

questions were related to pain and disability. 
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3.8.3 Measurement tool 

McCaffery& Beebe (1993) suggested Numeric Pain Rating Scale. The Numeric Pain 

Rating Scale (NPRS) is a unidimensional measure of pain intensity in adults, including 

those with chronic pain due to rheumatic diseases. The 11-point numeric scale ranges 

from '0' representing one pain extreme (e.g. ―no pain‖) to '10' representing the other pain 

extreme (e.g. ―pain as bad as you can imagine‖ or ―worst pain imaginable‖). 

The Western Ontario & McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index is a disease-specific, 

tri-dimensional self-administered questionnaire, for assessing health status and health 

outcomes in osteoarthritis of the knee. According to Nicholas (1982), The questionnaire 

contains 24 questions, targeting areas of pain, stiffness and physical function to assess 

pain, stiffness and physical function in patients with knee osteoarthritis. 

3.8.4 Data collection procedure 

The study procedure was conducted through assessing the patient, initial recording, 

treatment and final recording. After screening the patient at department, the patients were 

assessed by qualified physiotherapist. six sessions of treatment was provided for every 

subject.Sixteen subjects were chosen for data collection according to the inclusion 

criteria. The researcher divide all participants into two groups and coded C1 (8) for 

control group and E1 (8) for experimental group. Experimental group received home 

exercise with class-based exercise and control group received only home exercise. 

Data was gathered through a pre-test, intervention and post-test and the data was 

collected by using a written questionnaire form which was formatted by the researcher. 

Pre-test was performed before beginning the treatment and the level of pain, stiffness and 

functional ability was noted with NPRS score and WOMAC score on questionnaire form. 

The same procedure was performed to take post-test at the end of six session of 

treatment. The researcher collected the data both in experimental and control group in 

front of the qualified physiotherapist in order to reduce the biasness. 

At the end of the study, specific test was performed for statistical analysis. 
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3.8.5 Intervention 

A common intervention program was executed for both groups as conventional 

physiotherapy, it includes- Soft tissue release technique, Patellar mobilization., 

Movement with mobilization, Rotation mobilization, Pendulum exercise, Gapping, 

Strengthening exercise, Stretching exercise, IRR (Infra-Red Radiation), UST 

(Ultrasound). 

In this study, treatment time was equal in both groups. The exercise programme was 

simple and provided a good indication of repetitions, intensity and duration for patients 

with osteoarthritis of the knee. Both groups received the same facilities and the duration 

of treatment sessions that were same as other outdoor patients in the physiotherapy 

department. 

 

3.8.6 Class-based home exercise 

Anatomy of knee:  

Knee joint is one of the biggest and complex joint in the human body. The knee joint is 

composed of femur, tibia, fibula combination of these bones. There are some of the 

muscles who have tendon that connects the bones, which helps to knee to move 

(flexion/extension). 

There are also some of the ligaments that connect the bones of the knee joint, as well as 

to provide stability. There are two ―C‖ shaped cartilage, which are called menisci. 
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Figure- 1: Normal knee joint  
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Figure-2 : Mechanism of knee osteoarthritis 

 

Changes that occur in the knee joint after knee osteoarthritis: 

Bone are exposed due to erosion of cartilage or menisci. Abnormal growth is continue of 

the knee joint, for which decreases the space into the joint, as a result pain feel due to 

friction of the bones during knee flexion and extension. 
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Figure-3: Normal and knee osteoarthritis joint 

 

Knee Osteoarthritis: 

Osteoarthritis is one kind of joint disease which caused by the erosion of joint cartilage 

and bone. It is most commonly affected large weight bearing joint in the body, such as- 

spinal joint, hip joint, knee joint are most common. Osteoarthritis also occurs in ankle 

joint, finger joint, but most of them are osteoarthritis occur in knee joint. 
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Causes of knee osteoarthritis: 

1. Most common cause of knee osteoarthritis is age,the ability of cartilage to heal 

decreases as a person gets older, as a result osteoarthritis in knee can occur very easily 

by producing wound. 

2. Osteoarthritis can also occur because of high body weight, because of extra 

weight pressure increases on knee, which is enable to produce wound slowly. 

3. Osteoarthritis can also occur due to heredity. 

4. Osteoarthritis affect female more than male. 

5. People with certain occupations that include a lot of activity that can stress the 

joint, such as kneeling, squatting, or lifting heavy weights, are more likely to 

develop osteoarthritis of the knee because of the constant pressure on the joint. 

6. Manny time osteoarthritis can occur due to another disease. 

Symptoms of knee osteoarthritis: 

1. Swelling on the knee and pain increases on the knee, pain will be radiated to the 

above and below the knee joint. 

2. Muscle spasm present and Muscle atrophy will be occurred slowly. 

3. The ability of knee flexion and extension will be decreased. 

4. If it can‘t maintain in a long period of time, deformity will be developed in the 

knee joint. 

Home exercises to maintain knee osteoarthritis: 

When osteoarthritis occur in the knee, it is very necessary to extend and increase power 

of muscles around the knee, so that stress decreases and movement of the knee remain 

normal around the knee joint. 

The following therapy will help you to decrease your knee pain and also help you  more 

strong and refresh. But remember that therapy will not be painful, if you feel more pain 

during therapy then therapy have to stop and have to advice your therapist. 
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Figure-4: Isometric quadriceps strengthening 

 

1. Isometric quadriceps strengthening: (without movement of the knee) 

Lie on your back with the leg you want to exercise straight.  Place a small rolled 

towel underneath the knee. Slowly tighten the muscle on top of the thigh (quadriceps) 

and push the back of the knee down into the rolled towel.  Hold contraction for 5 

seconds and then slowly release, resting 5 seconds between each contraction. Perform 

3 sets of 10 repetitions, 2 times daily. 

Advantage of therapy:This exercise helps to strengthen the quadriceps muscle (the 

big muscle on the front of the thigh), an important stabilizer of the knee. 
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Figure-5: Isotonic quadriceps strengthening 

 

2. Isotonic quadriceps strengthening: (with movement of the knee) 

Sit on a chair with both legs bent at 90°. Slowly raise your right leg so that it's parallel to 

the floor, keeping your left foot on the ground. Hold for 30 seconds, then slowly bring the 

right foot back to the floor, and repeat on left leg. Do 10 repetition 2 times daily. 

Advantage of therapy: It increases power of the muscles around the knee and decreases 

pain. 
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Figure-6: Quadriceps muscles stretching 

 

3. Quadriceps muscles stretching: (Standing) 

Stand with feet hip-distance apart. Bend your right knee and hold the top of your right 

foot with your right hand. Bring your right heel as close as possible to your glutes. 

You can use a wall for balance. Hold for 30 seconds, and repeat on the left leg. Do 3 

repetition 2 times daily. 

Advantage of therapy: It decreases the pressure on the knee joint. 
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Figure-7: Hamstring muscles stretching 

 

4. Hamstring muscles stretching: 

Lie on your back with the leg to be stretched straight with a strap around the bottom 

of your foot. Using the strap for support, elevate your leg until you feel a gentle 

stretch at the back of you knee and thigh. Hold for up to 30 seconds. Slowly 

lower. Perform 3 repetitions, 2 times daily. 

Advantage of therapy:This therapy helps to stretch the hamstring muscles, 

improving the range of motion of your knee and helping you feel more flexible. 
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Figure-8: Calf muscles stretching 

 

5. Calf muscles stretching: 

Stand facing a wall with the leg to be stretched behind you and the other leg in front. 

Place your hands or forearms on the wall for support. Slowly bend the front knee, 

keeping the heel of the leg behind you down on the floor. Once you feel a stretch in 

you calf muscle at the back of your ankle, hold for 30 seconds. Slowly relax. Perform 

3 repetitions, 2 times daily. 

Advantage of therapy:This therapy will help your lower leg and ankle stay flexible, 

helping to improve your balance and the way you walk. 
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Figure-9: Home advice for knee osteoarthritis 

 

 

Home advice to maintain knee osteoarthritis: 

1. Always have to keep in control of body weight. 

2. Have to eat a healthy diet at home. 

3. To decrease knee sewelling and severe pain, a few pieces of ice wrape in a thin 

towel or cloth to keep the knees 3 times daily for 5 minuets at home. 

4. In order to decrease knee pain and stiffness have to hot compression 3 times for 

15 to 20 minutes at home, in this case hot water filled into a bottle and wrape the 

bottle with thin towel and keep it on the knee. 

5. Have to avoid for a long time sitting on the floor with knees folded, Sitting on the 

floor, as knees folded as if in prayer or any other tasks where the knee is folded to 

sit on the floor with knees folded should be avoided. In this case you can make 

your task by sitting on a small tool or chair. 

6. To keep in mind while working, the knees should not folded for a long time 

during household activities such as cutting vegetables, sweep in floor and lifting. 

7. Always should be careful that no pain occur again in knee by falling or getting 

hurt. 
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3.9 Ethical Consideration 

The proposal of the dissertation including methodology was approved by Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) and obtained permission from the concerned authority of ethical 

committee of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). The whole process of this 

research project was done by following the Bangladesh Medical Research Council 

(BMRC) guidelines and World Health Organization (WHO) Research guidelines. Again 

before the beginning of the data collection, the researcher obtained the 

permissionensuring the safety of the participants from the concerned authorities of the 

clinical setting and was allotted with a witness from the authority for the verification of 

the collected data. The researcher strictly maintained the confidentiality regarding 

participant‟s condition and treatments. 

The researcher obtained consent to participate from every subject. A signed informed 

consent form was received from each participant. The participants also informed that they 

were completely free to decline answering any question during the study and were free to 

withdraw their consent and terminate participation at any time. Withdrawal of 

participation from the study would not affect their treatment in the physiotherapy 

department and they would still get the same facilities. Every subject had the opportunity 

to discuss their problem with the senior authority or administration of CRP and have any 

questioned answer to their satisfaction. 
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3.10 Data analysis 

In order to ensure that the research have some values, the meaning of collected data has 

to be presented in ways that other research workers can understand. In other words the 

researcher has to make sense of the results. As the result came from an experiment in this 

research, data analysis was done by using the software named Statistical Package for 

Social Science (SPSS) version 20 and scientific calculator. 

For the significance of the study, a statistical test was carried out. Statistical analysis 

refers to the well-defined organization and interpretations of the data by systemic and 

mathematical procure and rules (Depoy&Gitlin, 2013). The U test was done for the 

analysis of the balance after six session treatment of both control and tail groups. Mann-

Whitney U test is a non-parametric test that is simply compares the result obtained from 

the each group to see if they differ significantly. This test can only be used withordinal or 

interval/ ratio data.  

The formula of Mann-Whitney U test:  

 

 

U = n1 n2 +

nx nx + 1 

2
− Tx  

n1 = the number of the subjects in trail group  

n2= the number of the subjects in control group.  

nx= the number of the subjects of the group with larger rank total.  

Tx= the larger rank total. 
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3.11 Significant level  

In order to find out the significance of the study, the researcher calculated the ―p‖ value. 

The p values refer the probability of the results for experimental study. The word 

probability refers to the accuracy of the findings. A p value is called level of significance 

for an experiment and a p value of <0.05 was accepted as significant result for health 

service research. If the p value is equal or smaller than the significant levels, the results 

are said to be significant. 

Calculating the degree of freedom for the Mann–Whitney U test from the formula:  

Degrees of freedom (df) = (n1-1) + (n2-1) = (8-1) + (8-1) = 14 

Table-1: Level of significance for one tailed hypothesis 

Df .1  .05  .025  .01  .005  .0005  

14 25.99  28.87  31.53  34.81  37.16  44.435 

 

3.12 Elimination of confounding variables  

Confounding variable has an effect on the study variables which can affect the result of 

the study. There were some confounding variables in this study such as patient‘s age, 

history of taking recent physiotherapy intervention, oral NSAID, steroid injection or 

other treatment which could influence the result of the study. Researcher found no 

significant difference between the mean age of two groups and the mean age of control 

group was 45years and mean age of trial group was 48 years, so there was no effect of 

age which can influence the result. To control the confounding variables, researcher set 

the inclusion criteria as to include only those subjects who have no history of taking 

recent physiotherapy intervention, oral NSAID, steroid injection or other treatment. 
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CHAPTER: IV                                                             RESULTS 

For this study 16 patients with knee osteoarthritis were taken as sample from Musculo-

skeletal outpatient unit of Center for Rehabilitation of Paralyzed (CRP), Savar to 

compare the efficacy of home exercise with class-based exercise and home exercise alone 

on functional disability for the patient with knee osteoarthritis.  

In this study the results which were found have been shown in different bar diagrams, pie 

charts and tables. 

 

Table-2: Mean age of the participants 

Experimental Group    Control Group   

Subjects   Age (Years)   Subjects   Age (Years)   

E1   50 C1   57   

E2   48 C2   62   

E3   50   C3   45   

E4   50   C4   45   

E5   51   C5   45   

E6   50   C6   52   

E7   65 

 

C7   55   

  E8 60 C8 48 

Mean Age      53 years                  Mean Age                51 years   

 

16 Patients with knee osteoarthritis were included as sample of the study, among them 

Experimental group mean age 53 years and control group mean age 51 years. 
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Figure- 10:Age Range 

 

In this particular study the majority of the participants 56% (n=9) were in ―41-50‖ years 

of age followed by 31% (n=5) were in ―51-60‖ years, 13% (n=2) were in ―61-70‖ years 

of age range group. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

56%31%

13%

Age range

41-50 51-60 61-70
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Figure-11: Gender Distribution 

 

16 Patients with knee osteoarthritis were included as sample of the study, among them 

almost 12% (n=2) were male and about 88% (n=14) were female. 
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On the other hand, In Control Group 6% (n=1) were Male and 44% (n=7) were Female 

and in Experimental Group 6% (n=1) were Male and 44% (n=7) were Female. 
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Figure- 12:Occupation Distribution 

 

16 Patients with knee osteoarthritis were included as sample of the study, among them 

almost 88% (n=14) were house wife, about 6 % (n=1) were business, about 6% (n=1) 

were retired of the occupation. 
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Figure- 13: Residential area Distribution 

 

16 Patients with knee osteoarthritis were included as sample of the study, among them 

almost 69% (n=11) were urban area, about 31 % (n=5) were rural area. 
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On the other hand, In Control Group 31% (n=5) were urban area and 19% (n=3) were 

rural area and in Experimental Group 37% (n=6) were urban area and 13% (n=2) were 

rural area. 
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Figure – 14: Reduction of Knee Osteoarthritis Pain on NPRS in Control Group 

 

In Control Group reduction of pain are, pre-test 7 and post-test 5 (C1), pre-test 4 and 

post-test 2 (C2), pre-test 5 and post-test 4 (C3), pre-test 8 and post-test 6 (C4), pre-test 7 

and post-test 6 (C5), pre-test 8 and post-test 6 (C6), pre-test 9 and post-test 8 (C7), pre-

test 8 and post-test 7 (C8). 
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Figure-15: Mean Reduction of Knee Osteoarthritis Pain on NPRS in Control Group 

 

The mean pain reduction in knee in control group between pre-test and post-test are 7 and 

5.5. 
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Figure – 16: Reduction of Knee Osteoarthritis Pain in Experimental Group. 

 

In Experimental Group reduction of pain are, pre-test 7 and post-test 2 (E1), pre-test 8 

and post-test 3 (E2), pre-test 6 and post-test 2 (E3), pre-test 7 and post-test 2 (E4), pre-

test 7 and post-test 3 (E5), pre-test 5 and post-test 1 (E6), pre-test 5 and post-test 2 (E7), 

pre-test 6 and post-test 2 (E8). 
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Figure -17: Mean NPRS for Knee OsteoarthritisPain in Experimental Group 

 

The mean of pain reduction in knee between pre-test and post-test of experimental group 

are 6.38 and 2.13. 
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Table-3: Mean Difference of Pain Reduction in Both Groups 

       Control Group           Pain Intensity 

Pre-test          Post-test  

       Mean         7                     5.5  

       Mean Difference                   6.25  

 

       Experimental          

Group 

          Pain Intensity 

Pre-test          Post-test  

       Mean    6.38                2.13  

       Mean Difference                      4.25  
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Figure –18: Mean Difference of Pain Reduction in Both Groups 

 

In this study mean difference of pain reduction between pre-test and post-test of Control 

Group are 6.25 and Experimental Group are 4.25. 
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Table-4: Level of significance of pain intensity 

Variables in the study statistically significance at the following level of significance: 

      No.      Variables           Observed ‘u’            

                                                   value 

 Observed P          Level of 

   Value                 significance 

    

 

       1           Pain                                  

                    intensity 

 

 

14 

  

<.05                     Statistically         

                        significant 

Observed ‗u‘ value of pain intensity was 14, which showed statistically significant 

(p<.05) in case of knee osteoarthritis pain. 
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Figure-19: Reduction of WOMAC Score in Control Group 

 

In Control Group reduction of WOMAC score are, pre-test 48 and post-test 35 (C1), pre-

test 57 and post-test 45 (C2), pre-test 51 and post-test 37 (C3), pre-test 64 and post-test 

47 (C4), pre-test 51 and post-test 36 (C5), pre-test 54 and post-test 40 (C6), pre-test 60 

and post-test 43 (C7), pre-test 70 and post-test 50 (C8). 
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Figure-20: Mean Reduction of WOMAC Score in Control Group 

 

The mean of WOMAC score reduction in knee between pre-test and post-test of control 

group are 56.88 and 41.63. 
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Figure –21: Reduction of WOMAC Score in Experimental Group. 

 

In Experimental Group reduction of WOMAC score are, pre-test 78 and post-test 35 

(E1), pre-test 63 and post-test 25 (E2), pre-test 74 and post-test 32 (E3), pre-test 65 and 

post-test 24 (E4), pre-test 67 and post-test 27 (E5), pre-test 77 and post-test 29 (E6), pre-

test 64 and post-test 23 (E7), pre-test 65 and post-test 21 (E8). 
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Figure -22: Mean Reduction of WOMAC Score in Experimental Group 

 

The mean of WOMAC score reduction in knee between pre-test and post-test of 

experimental group are 69.13 and 27. 
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Table-5: Mean Difference of WOMAC Score Reduction in Both Groups 

       Control Group         WOMAC Score 

Pre-test          Post-test  

       Mean      56.88              41.63  

       Mean Difference                  49.25  

 

      Experimental  

Group 

        WOMAC Score 

Pre-test          Post-test  

       Mean      69.13                27  

       Mean Difference                  48.06  
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Figure –23: Mean Difference of WOMAC Score in Both Groups 

 

In this study mean difference of  reduction WOMAC score between pre-test and post-test 

of Control Group are 49.25 and Experimental Group are 48.06. 
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Table-6: Level of significance of WOMAC score 

Variables in the study statistically significance at the following level of significance: 

     No.      Variables           Observed ‘u’            

                                                   value 

 Observed P          Level of 

   Value                 significance 

    

 

     1        WOMAC                                  

                 Score 

 

 

8 

  

<.05                     Statistically         

Significant 

Observed ‗u‘ value of WOMAC score was 8, which showed statistically significant 

(p<.05) in case of knee osteoarthritis pain. 
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Interpretation of results  

NPRS score 

The researcher interprets the results by using the values of pain intensity on NPRS that 

come from this study. 

General Pain Intensity 

16 patients were enrolled and 8 patients were assigned to control group who receive only 

home exercise. The rest of 8 patients were assigned to experimental group who received 

home exercise with class-based exercise. 

Mean difference of pain between pre-test and post-test of experimental group and control 

group were 4.25 and 6.25.  Following application of treatment the study found that the 

experimental group showed a significant improvement (p<.05) in case of knee 

osteoarthritis pain. 

WOMAC Score 

The researcher interprets the results by using the values of WOMAC that come from this 

study.16 patients were enrolled and 8 patients were assigned to control group who receive 

only home exercise. The rest of 8 patients were assigned to experimental group who 

received home exercise with class-based exercise. 

Mean difference between pre-test and post-test of experimental group and control group 

were 48.06 and 49.25.  Following application of treatment the study found that the 

experimental group showed a significant improvement (p<.05) in case of knee osteo 

arthritis pain,stiffness and disability. 
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CHAPTER :V                                     DISCUSSION 

 

The study was indicated a process that could be continuing to establish the result. Here 

the aim of this study could be achieved if the researcher could show effective support. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of home exercise with class-based 

exercise compare to only home exercise on functional disability for the patient with knee 

osteoarthritis.  

In this experimental study 16 patients were enrolled and 8 patients were assigned to 

control group who receive only home exercise. The rest of 8 patients were assigned to 

experimental group who received home exercise with class-based exercise. Each group 

attended for 6 sessions of treatment within three weeks in the Physiotherapy outpatient 

Unit of CRP, Savar in order to demonstrate the improvement. The outcome was 

measured by using Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) for pain intensity and Ontario 

&McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index was used as measurement tools for 

measuring the level of pain, stiffness and functional activities in several functional 

positions. 

The researcher found the male female ratio between 16 the patients, and 12% (n=2) were 

Male and 88% (n=14) were Female. Among them, In Control Group 6% (n=1) were Male 

and 44% (n=7) were Female and in Experimental Group 6% (n=1) were Male and 44% 

(n=7) were Female. 

McCarthy et al in 2004 had a study on effects on home exercise with class-based exercise 

on pain, stiffness and physical function in patients with knee osteoarthritis. In their study 

there was 214 patients. The result of their study about age told that the mean age of 

experimental group was 64.5 years and the mean age of control group is 64.9 years. 

In this study there were total 16 participants. The mean age of experimental group was 53 

years and the mean age of control group is 51 years. 
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16 Patients with knee osteoarthritis were included as sample of the study, among them 

almost 88% (n=14) were house wife, about 6 % (n=1) were business, about 6% (n=1) 

were retired of the occupation.Among them almost 69% (n=11) were urban area, about 

31 % (n=5) were rural area.On the other hand, In Control Group 31% (n=5) were urban 

area and 19% (n=3) were rural area and in Experimental Group 37% (n=6) were urban 

area and 13% (n=2) were rural area. 

The researcher found significant improvement (p= <.05) of pain intensity in experimental 

group on NPRS. In Experimental group, the post-test Mean on NPRS was 2.13.  

In 2004 McCarthy et al had a study with 214 patients on Effectiveness of home exercise 

with class-based exercise among knee osteoarthritis. In this study they found significant 

improvement (p=0.06) of pain in experimental group on NPRS. In Experimental group, 

the post-test Mean on NPRS was 37.3. 

In this study the researcher found a significant improvement in case of level of pain, 

stiffness, functional activities in several functional position on WOMAC. Mean 

difference reducing WOMAC score between pre-test and post-test of experimental group 

and control group were 48.06 and 49.25.  

McCarthy et al in 2004 had a study on effectiveness of home exercise with class-based 

exercise for the treatment of knee osteoarthritis with 214 patients. . In this study they 

found significant improvement in case of pain, stiffness, physical function on WOMAC. 

Mean difference reducing WOMAC score between pre-test and post-test of experimental 

group and control group were 38.93 and 43.31. 

So in this studymean difference of pain between pre-test and post-test of experimental 

group and control group were 4.25 and 6.25, Mean difference between pre-test and post-

test of experimental group and control group were 48.06 and 49.25 which is showed a 

significant improvement (p<.05) in case of knee osteoarthritis pain, stiffness and 

disability. 
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The study was conducted with 18 patients of knee osteoarthritis, which was a very small 

number of samples in both groups and was not sufficient enough for the study to 

generalize the wider population of this condition.  

The research was carried out in CRP, Savar such a small environment, so it was difficult 

to keep confidential the aims of the study for blinding procedure. Therefore, single blind 

method was used in this study.  

There was no available research done in this area in Bangladesh. So, relevant information 

about class-based exercise of knee OA for Bangladesh was very limited in this study.  
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CHAPTER: VI             CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

6.1   Conclusion  

The result of the study have identified that the efficacy of home exercise with class-based 

exercise was better than the home exercise alone on functional disability for the patient 

with knee osteoarthritis which was a Quantitative experimental study. The result of the 

current study indicates that the home exercise with class-based exercise can be an 

effective therapeutic approach for patient with knee osteoarthritis. Participants in the 

home exercise with class-based exercise group showed a greater benefit than those in the 

only home exercise group. The result indicate that the significant changes in both groups 

are due to the selection of a well- defined population of knee osteoarthritis patients using 

specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. It may be helpful for patient with knee 

osteoarthritis to increase return to normal daily activities, work and to measure longer 

term effects for determining cost effectiveness of home exercise with class based exercise 

as an intervention forknee osteoarthritis. 
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6.2 Recommendation 

In this study, the researcher provided 6 session of treatment to both groups and measure 

pain intensity, stiffness and functional activities in different functional positions.  

As a consequence of the research it is recommended that with further well-controlled 

double blinding study include comparison of the home exercise with class-based exercise 

and home exercise alone and assessing effects and efficacy of these treatments. In 

particular, since the knee is very important area of the lower limb to do daily living 

activities and this area is a frequent cause of functional disability and pain. This study 

directed towards an assessment of the specific management in treating knee of specific 

knee problem in an outpatient, if pursued further could prove extremely fruitful. 

Furthermore, chronic associated with many cases of knee pain, and the extensive 

pathology that exists in the surrounding structure that was joints, tissues and bone, may 

suggest a further study of a longer duration as this may give even better results. 

These samples were selected between the age group of 41-70 years, but the researcher 

could not find out which age group was more effective. If the most effective age group 

were found then the study will be more effective. 

The researcher did random assigned in both group rather than random selection. That‘s 

why researcher recommended to do further study with enough time and by maintaining 

random selection to make the study more valid. 
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ANNEXURE 

1. Class-based Home Exercise (Bengali Version) 

2. Consent Form (Bengali Version) 

3. Questionnaire (Bengali Version) 

4. Consent Form (English Version) 

5. Questionnaire (English Version) 

6. Statistical Analysis 

7. Statistical Probability Table 
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   -   ড               

           :  

                   ড়                          । াটুয জয়েন্ট মূরত গঠিত ে ফপভায, টিফফো, ফপবুরা 

এফং প্যায়েরা এই াড় গুয়রায ভন্বয়ে। াটুয চাযায়য ভাংয়ী গুয়রায়ত ফিছু টেনডন থায়ি মাযা এই াড়গুয়রায়ি 

ংযুক্ত িয়য যায়ে, মা াটুয়ি নাড়াচাড়া (বাাঁজ/ টাজা) িযয়ত াায্য িয়য। এছাড়া ফিছু ফরগায়ভন্ট আয়ছ মাযা 

াড়গুয়রায়ি ংযুক্ত িয়য যাোয াাাফ াটুয জয়েন্টয়ি স্থাফেত্ব প্রদান িয়য। এোয়ন ‘C’ আকৃফতয দুয়ো িাযটিয়রজ 

থায়ি মায়দয ফভফনছফি ফয়র। 

ফচত্র-১: স্বাবাফফি াটুয জয়েন্ট 
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ফচত্র-২:      অফিআর্থ্ রাইটিয়য িাম রিাযী গঠন  

 

াটুয়ত অফিআর্থ্ রাইটি য়র াটুয জয়েয়ন্ট টমধযয়নয ফযফত রন আয়: 

িাটি রয়রজ অথফা ফভফনছফি ক্ষে য়ে াড় ফাফয়য টফয য়ে আয়। াটুয জয়েয়ন্ট ায়ড়য অস্বাবাফফি বৃফি য়ত থায়ি মায 

জন্য জয়েয়ন্টয টবতয়য জােগা িয়ভ মাে, এয়ত িয়য াটু বাজ এফং টাজা িযায ভে ায়ড়য ঘল রয়নয পয়র ব্যথা অনুবফ 

ে। 
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ফচত্র-৩: স্বাবাফফি এফং                        

 

                : 

                                                          ড়                     । এো মূরত 

যীয়যয ফয়চয়ে ফড় এফং জন ফনিাযী জয়েন্ট গুয়রায়ত য়ে থায়ি, টমভন- টভরুদয়েয জয়েন্ট, ফনতয়েয জয়েন্ট, াটুয 

জয়েন্ট অন্যতভ। এছাড়া টগাড়ারফয জয়েন্ট এফং ায়তয জয়েন্ট গুয়রায়ত                     ,              

                                           । 

            খ                 ড়                        ড়                      ড়       ,  খ  

                        । 
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                                     : 

১।                                                          ,       ড়                    

                                                                                      

                    ।       

২। যীয়যয জন ফাড়ায পয়র                     ,                                             

                                  ।  

৩। ফংগত িাযয়ে                     । 

৪। ভফরায়দয                                       । 

৫। মাযা ফাড়ীয়ত ফা অফপয় এভন ধযয়নয িাজ িয়যন টমোয়ন াটু বাজ িয়য অয়নি ভে ফয় থািয়ত ে, াভয়নয 

ফদয়ি ঝুয়ি টিান বাযী ফজফন উঠায়ত ে এয়দয                                                    

                     ।  

৬। অয়নি ভে অন্য টিান টযায়গয িাযয়ে                     ।                

                                 খ     : 

১। াটু ফুয়র মায়ফ এফং াটুয়ত ব্যথা টফয়ড় মায়ফ, ব্যথাো াটু টথয়ি উয়য এফং ফনয়চ ছফড়য়ে টময়ত ায়য। 

২। ভাংয়ী ক্ত য়ে মায়ফ এফং আয়ে আয়ে শুফিয়ে মায়ফ। 

৩। াটু বাজ এফং টাজা িযায ক্ষভতা িয়ভ মায়ফ। 

৪।                                                         । 

                              ড়                : 

                     ,                                                                        

                                                            ড়   ড়            ।  

ফনয়চয টথযাী গুয়রা আনায াটুয ব্যথা িভায়ত এফং আনায়ি আয ফক্তারী  য়তজ িযয়ত াায্য িযয়ফ। ফিন্তু 

ভয়ন যােয়ত য়ফ টথযাী গুয়রা টমন ব্যথাদােি না ে, মফদ টথযাী িযায ভে আফন খুফ টফফ ব্যথা অনুবফ িয়যন 

তায়র টথযাী ফন্ধ যােয়ত য়ফ এফং টথযাীি এয যাভ র ফনয়ত য়ফ। 
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ফচত্র-৪: উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয ফক্ত বৃফিয টথযাী 

 

১। উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয ফক্ত বৃফিয টথযাী: (াটুয়ি নাড়াচাড়া না িযায ভাধ্যয়ভ) 

প্রথভত আফন ফচৎ য়ে শুয়ে টম ায়েয টথযাী িযয়ফন টই াটিয়ি টাজা টযয়ে অয াটিয়ি বাজ িয়য যােয়ফন। 

এিটি টছাে োোর (গাভছা) মুফযয়ে অথফা টিান টছাে ফাফর আনায াটুয ফনয়চ যাখুন। এফায উরুয াভয়নয 

ভাংয়ীয়ি ধীয়য ধীয়য ক্ত িরুন এফং াটু ফদয়ে োোর ফা ফাফরয়য উয চা ফদন, এবায়ফ ৫ টয়িে চা ফদয়ে 

ধয়য যাখুন, ৫ টয়িে য ধীয়য ধীয়য ফাফরয়য উয টথয়ি চা টছয়ড় ফদন, এবায়ফ য য ১০ ফায িযয়ফন ফদয়ন দুই 

টফরা। 

                :                                                                             

  খ             ।  
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ফচত্র-৫: উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয ফক্ত বৃফিয টথযাী 

 

২। উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয ফক্ত বৃফিয টথযাী: (াটুয়ি নাড়াচাড়া িযায ভাধ্যয়ভ) 

প্রথভত এিটি টচোয়য ফসুন, এভে টেোর যােয়ত য়ফ টমন দুই া টভয়ঝয়ত যাো থায়ি, এফায টম ায়েয টথযাী 

িযয়ফন টই াটিয়ি টভয়ঝ টথয়ি ধীয়য ধীয়য উয়যয ফদয়ি ফনয়ে আসুন এফং এই অফস্থাে াটিয়ি ৩০ টয়িে ধয়য 

যাখুন, ৩০ টয়িে য াটিয়ি আফায টভয়ঝয়ত নাফভয়ে ফনয়ে আসুন, এবায়ফ য য ১০ ফায িযয়ফন ফদয়ন দুই টফরা।  

                :                                                   । 
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ফচত্র-৬: উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয়ি প্রাফযত িযায টথযাী 

 

৩। উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয়ি প্রাফযত িযায টথযাী: (দাফড় াঁয়ে) 

প্রথভত ফিছুো দুযত্ব ফজাে টযয়ে এিটি টদোয়রয াভয়ন মুে ফদয়ে দাড়াাঁন, এিটি াত টদোয়র যাখুন বাযাম্য যক্ষা িযায 

জন্য, এফায টম াতটি টদোয়র টযয়েয়ঝন তায অয ায়য ায়েয াটুয়ি বাজ িয়য উয়যয ফদয়ি ফনয়ে আসুন এফং ঐ 

এিই ায়য াত ফদয়ে াটিয়ি ধয়য চা ফদন এয়ত আনায উরুয াভয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়য়ত চা অনুভূত য়ফ, 

এবায়ফ ৩০ টয়িে চা ফদয়ে ধয়য যাখুন, ৩০ টয়িে য া টছয়ড় ফদয়ে টাজা য়ে দাড়াাঁন, এবায়ফ য য ৩ ফায 

িযয়ফন ফদয়ন দুই টফরা।  

                :                      ।  
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ফচত্র-৭: উরুয টছয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয়ি প্রাফযত িযায টথযাী 

 

৪। উরুয টছয়নয বায়গয ভাংয়ীয়ি প্রাফযত িযায টথযাী: 

প্রথভত আফন ফচৎ য়ে শুয়ে টম ায়েয টথযাী িযয়ফন টই ায়েয াতায াভয়নয অংয় এিটি িাড় টফচয়ে ফনয়ে 

িাড়টিয়ি দুই াত ফদয়ে বার িয়য ধয়য টেয়ন ায়ি ধীয়য ধীয়য উয়যয ফদয়ি ফনয়ে আসুন, এবায়ফ িায়ড়য াায়য্য 

াটিয়ি উয়য ঝুফরয়ে যাখুন মতক্ষে না ম রন্ত আফন উরুয টছয়নয ভাংয়ীয়ত াভান্য চা অনুবফ িযয়ফন। ৩০ 

টয়িে উয়য ঝুফরয়ে যাখুন, ৩০ টয়িে য া ধীয়য ধীয়য নাফভয়ে টপলুন, এবায়ফ য য ৩ ফায িযয়ফন ফদয়ন দুই 

টফরা।  

                :                                      ড়   ড়                                     

                       । 
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ফচত্র-৮:                                                       

              

৫।                                                      : 

                                   ড়    ,                                                

                       খ       ।  খ                                         ,            

  খ                                                                                         ,    

                                                                ,          ৩০           , 

৩০                                     ড়   ,             ৩                       । 

                :                                                             । 
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ফচত্র-৯:                           ড়                

   

 

                          ড়                            : 

১।                                 খ      । 

২।   ড়           খ      খ      ।  

৩।                                     ড়         ৩      ৫                                 

                     ড়                    খ      ।  

৪।                           ড়         ৩      ১৫      ২০                            ,       

                                                                                          

     ।  

৫।                                            ড়           ,                                   

 ড়                       খ                                                             

                           ।                                                      । 

৬।                                ,  ড়         ,                                            

      খ                                           । 

৭।                         ড়                                              । 
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              /      , 

                     , ৪থ থ                                   (         ),                  

                 জ      । আমার ব্যচেলর ডিগ্রী প্রাডির জন্য আমার একটি গচেষণা ডরকল্পনা, ডরোলনা করা 

এেং এটা আমার ড়াশুনার একটি অংশ। আমার গচেষণা প্রকল্পটি হচে “Efficacy of Class-Based Home 

Exercise along with Conventional Physiotherapy on Functional Disability for the Patient 

with Knee Osteosrthritis”. আমার গচেষণা প্রকল্পটি পূরচণ আমার ডকছু তথ্য সংগ্রহ করা প্রচ াজন। সুতরাং এই 

গচেষণার জন্য অংশগ্রহণকারীর সম্মডত প্রচ াজন এেং তথ্য সংগ্রচহর জন্য গচেষক অংশগ্রহণকারীর কাছ থথচক ২০-৩০ 

ডমডনট সম  ডনচেন। আডম আনাচক অেডহত করডছ থে, এটি একটি একাচিডমক গচেষণা, এেং অন্য থকানও উচেচে 

ব্যেহার করা হচে না। আডম আশ্বস্ত করচত োই থে, সে তথ্য থগান রাখা হচে। অংশগ্রহণকারী থেচকান মুহূচত থ সম্মডত 

প্রতযাহার করচত াচরন। এছাড়াও আডন থে প্রশ্ন ছন্দ কচরন না থসটার উত্তর না থদ ার অডধকার আচছ। আনার 

গচেষণা সম্পচকথ েডদ থকান  জ                                                                    

                       ,                       (      )          ,         ,      ,      ।  

 

                                 ? 

 

     ,                                   । 

 

      

 

 

    

 

                 ও       …………… 

             ও      ………………… 

           ও      …………………… 
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প্রশ্নত্র (ফাাংরা) 

অাং-১: াভাজিক-প্রপ্রক্ষাটেয তথ্যাফরী 

এই                      অজিওআর্থ্ রাইটি প্রযাগীটদয াটু ব্যথায জযভা এফাং অক্ষভতা িজনত তথ্যাফরী  এই 

অাংটি জপজিওটথযাজি / গটফলক কাটরা করভ / প্রজির দ্বাযা পূযণ কযটফন 

i) প্রযাগীয নাভ:                                                   প্রকাড নাং:      

ii) প্রভাফাইর নাং:                                                      তাজযখ: 

iii) ঠিকানা:  গ্রাভ:                                            প্রাি অজপ:     

                   :                                                 : 

iv) প্রা: 

v) ফয়: 

vi) জরঙ্গ:                পুরুল 

                           ভজরা 

vii) বফফাজক অফস্থা:        জফফাজত 

                                অজফফাজত 

                                তারাকপ্রাপ্ত 

                                জফধফা 

viii) আফাজক এরাকা:      য 

                                 গ্রাভ  
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জিজকৎায পূফ রফতী প্রশ্নাফরী 

অাং-২: ব্যথায জযভান 

এই প্রশ্নাফরী অজিওআর্থ্ রাইটি প্রযাগীটদয াটুয ব্যথায িন্য জযকল্পনা কযা টয়টে  

McCaffery & Beebe,(১৯৯৩)                                              ই                  

এ                                         

১  আনায ব্যথায তীব্রতা আিটক কতটুকু ? 

 

                

         ০          ১           ২           ৩            ৪            ৫          ৬          ৭           ৮          ৯       ১০ 

           ই                                                                                                                    

 

অাং ৩: াজযযীক অক্ষভতায প্রশ্নাফরী 

         :                                                                    

০ =    ই 

১ =                 

২ =         

৩ =       

৪ =         

               এ                        

i)     : 

১। মখন াটেন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। মখন জজিটত উটেন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৩। যাটতয প্রফরায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৪। জফশ্রাটভয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৫।  মখন ওিন ফন কটযন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 
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ii) ক্ত টয় মায়:  

১। কাটর ক্ত টয় মায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। জদটনয অন্য ভয় ক্ত টয় মায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

 

iii) াজযযীক কাি: 

১। জিঁজি জদটয় নাভটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। জিঁজি জদটয় উেটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৩। ফা প্রথটক ওোয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৪। দাজিটয় থাকায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৫। আন জদটয় ফায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৬। ভতটর াোয ভয় 

 

  ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৭। মানফাটন ওোয ভয়/ মানফান প্রথটক    নাভায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৮। প্রকনাকাো কযায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৯ । প্রভািা যায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১০। জফোনায় শুটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১১। প্রভািা প্রখারায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১২। প্রায়া প্রথটক ওোয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৩। প্রগাটর মাওয়ায ভয়/টফয ওয়ায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৪। ফট থাকা অফস্থায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৫। েয়টরটে মাওয়ায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৬। ফাায বাযী কাি গুর কযটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৭। ফাায ারকা কাি গুর কযটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 
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জিজকৎায যফতী প্রশ্নাফরী 

অাং-২: ব্যথায জযভান 

এই প্রশ্নাফরী অজিওআর্থ্ রাইটি প্রযাগীটদয াটু ব্যথায িন্য জযকল্পনা কযা টয়টে  

McCaffery & Beebe,(১৯৯৩)                                           ই                  এ   

                                      

১  আনায ব্যথায তীব্রতা আিটক কতটুকু ? 

 

                  

         ০          ১           ২           ৩            ৪            ৫          ৬          ৭           ৮          ৯       ১০ 

             ই                                                                                                                  

 

                                                অাং ৩: াজযযীক অক্ষভতায প্রশ্নাফরী 

         :                                                                    

০ =    ই 

১ =    

২ =         

৩ =       

৪ =         

               এ                        

i)     : 

১। মখন াটেন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। মখন জজিটত উটেন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৩। যাটতয প্রফরায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৪। জফশ্রাটভয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৫।  মখন ওিন ফন কটযন   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 
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ii) ক্ত টয় মায়:  

১। কাটর ক্ত টয় মায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। জদটনয অন্য ভয় ক্ত টয় মায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

 

iii) াজযযীক কাি: 

১। জিঁজি জদটয় নাভটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

২। জিঁজি জদটয় উেটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৩। ফা প্রথটক ওোয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৪। দাজিটয় থাকায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৫। আন জদটয় ফায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৬। ভতটর াোয ভয় 

 

  ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৭। মানফাটন ওোয ভয়/ মানফান প্রথটক    নাভায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৮। প্রকনাকাো কযায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

৯ । প্রভািা যায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১০। জফোনায় শুটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১১। প্রভািা প্রখারায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১২। প্রায়া প্রথটক ওোয ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৩। প্রগাটর মাওয়ায ভয়/টফয ওয়ায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৪। ফট থাকা অফস্থায়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৫। েয়টরটে মাওয়ায ভয়   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৬। ফাায বাযী কাি গুর কযটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 

১৭। ফাায ারকা কাি গুর কযটত   ০   ১   ২   ৩   ৪ 
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                                                                Inform Consent   

 

 

Assalamualaikum\ Namashker, 

 I am Marina Akter Soma, 4th Professional B.Sc. in Physiotherapy student at Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI) under the Faculty of Medicine, University of Dhaka. 

To obtain my Bachelor degree, I shall have to conduct a research project and it is a part 

of my study. My research title is “Efficacy of Class-Based Home Exercise along with 

Conventional Physiotherapy on Functional Disability for the Patient with Knee 

Osteoarthritis”. I would like to know some personal and other related questions about 

your low back pain .To fulfill my research project I need to collect data. So, you can be a 

respected participant of this research and the conversation time will be two times. Each 

time consists of 20-30 minutes. I would like to inform you that this is a purely academic 

study and will not be used for any other purposes. I also assure that all data will be kept 

confidential. Your participation will be voluntary. You may have the rights to withdraw 

consent and discontinue participation at any time from this study. You also have the 

rights to reject a particular question that you don’t like.I am committed that the study will 

not pose any harm or risk to you. If you have any query about the study, you may contact 

with the researcher Marina Akter Soma or research supervisor Nasirul Islam,  Associate 

Professor &  Principal  (Acting),  BHPI.  

Do you have any questions before I start?   

 

So, I can proceed with the interview.   

 

 

Yes              No    

 

 

Signature of the participant and Date……………………  

Signature of the researcher and Date……………………. 

Signature of the witness and Date………………………. 
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Questionnaire (English) 

This questionnaire is developed to measure the pain of the patient with knee osteoarthritis 

and this portion will be filled by physiotherapist/researcher using a pencil. 

Part-I: Socio-demographic information 

Patient  name:                                              Code name: 

Contact name:                                              Date: 

Adress: Village:                                           Post office: 

             Police station:                                 District: 

Occupation: 

Age:  

Sex:                     Male 

                Female 

 

Marital status:                Married 

  Unmarried 

  Divorced 

      Widow 

 

Residential area:           Urban  

                                      Rural 
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Pre-test questionnaire 

Part-II: Pain Intensity 

 

Pain Rating Scale  

McCaffery & Beebe (1993) suggested Numeric Pain Rating Scale. 

 

1. How much you feel pain today ? 

 

 

      0           1          2          3             4             5           6            7           8           9          10 

   No pain                                                                                                             Severe pain 

 

                                

                                

Part-III: Physical disability questionnaire 

 

Instructions:  Please rate the activities in each category according to the following scale 

of difficulty:        0 = None    

                                     1 = Slight    

                                     2 = Moderate 

                                     3 = Very    

                                     4 = Extremely 

 

 

Circle one number for each activity 
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Pain:         

1. Walking     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Stair climbing     0     1     2    3     4 

3. Nocturnal     0     1     2    3     4 

4. Rest      0     1     2    3     4 

5. Weight bearing     0     1     2    3     4 

 

 

Stiffness:  

1. Morning stiffness     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Stiffness occurring later in the day     0     1     2    3     4 

 

 

Physical Function: 

1. Descending stairs     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Ascending stairs      0     1     2    3     4 

3. Rising from sitting      0     1     2    3     4 

4. standing      0     1     2    3     4 

5. Bending to floor     0     1     2    3     4 

6. Walking on flat surface      0     1     2    3     4 

7. Getting in/ out of car      0     1     2    3     4 

8. Going shopping      0     1     2    3     4 

9. Putting on socks      0     1     2    3     4 

10. Lying in bed      0     1     2    3     4 

11. Taking off socks      0     1     2    3     4 
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12. Rising from bed     0     1     2    3     4 

13. Getting in/ out of bath  

                                                                                  

    0     1     2    3     4 

14. Sitting      0     1     2    3     4 

15.Getting on/ off toilet      0     1     2    3     4 

16. Heavy domestic duties      0     1     2    3     4 

17. Light domestic duties     0     1     2    3     4 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-test questionnaire 

Part-II: Pain Intensity 

 

Pain Rating Scale  

McCaffery & Beebe (1993) suggested Numeric Pain Rating Scale. 

 

1. How much you feel pain today ? 

 

 

      0           1          2          3             4             5           6            7           8           9          10   

  No pain                                                                                                              Severe pain 
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Part-III: Physical disability questionnaire 

 

Instructions:  Please rate the activities in each category according to the following scale 

of difficulty:        0 = None    

                                     1 = Slight    

                                     2 = Moderate 

                                     3 = Very    

                                     4 = Extremely 

 

Circle one number for each activity 

 

Pain:         

1. Walking     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Stair climbing     0     1     2    3     4 

3. Nocturnal     0     1     2    3     4 

4. Rest      0     1     2    3     4 

5. Weight bearing     0     1     2    3     4 

 

Stiffness:  

1. Morning stiffness     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Stiffness occurring later in the day     0     1     2    3     4 

 

Physical Function: 

1. Descending stairs     0     1     2    3     4 

2. Ascending stairs      0     1     2    3     4 
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3. Rising from sitting      0     1     2    3     4 

4. standing      0     1     2    3     4 

5. Bending to floor     0     1     2    3     4 

6. Walking on flat surface      0     1     2    3     4 

7. Getting in/ out of car      0     1     2    3     4 

8. Going shopping      0     1     2    3     4 

9. Putting on socks      0     1     2    3     4 

10. Lying in bed      0     1     2    3     4 

11. Taking off socks      0     1     2    3     4 

12. Rising from bed     0     1     2    3     4 

13. Getting in/ out of bath  

                                                                                  

    0     1     2    3     4 

14. Sitting      0     1     2    3     4 

15.Getting on/ off toilet      0     1     2    3     4 

16. Heavy domestic duties      0     1     2    3     4 

17. Light domestic duties     0     1     2    3     4 
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Statistical Analysis 

Table -7: Calculation of U - value for Pain intensity 

Reduction of pain scores in experimental group and only control group in the knee 

osteoarthritis were differences between pre-test and post-test pain scores 

Subjects of                 Pain         Rank                  

Experimental            Score 

Group 

Subjects 

of              

Control 

Group 

         Pain                Rank 

         Score 

     

E1   2                  4   C1   5                  10             

E2   3                  7.5  C2   2                  4 

E3   2                  4 C3   4                  9 

E4   2                  4 C4   6                  12 

E5   3                  7.5 C5   6                  12 

E6   1                  1 C6   6                  12 

E7   2                  4 

   

C7   8                  14 

  E8 2                  4 C8 7                  13 

        = 8                      Total = 36              = 8                                  Total = 86 

 

Here, 

   = 8                                                              

   = 8 

Tx=  86 
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Now ‘U’ formula 

          
  (    )

 
    

          
 (   )

 
    

        

    

 

[Here, 

    = the number of the subjects in trail group  

  = the number of the subject in control group.  

  = the number of the subjects of the group with larger rank total.  

  = the larger rank total.] 
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Table – 7: Calculation of U - value for WOMAC sore 

Reduction of WOMAC scores in experimental group and only control group in the knee 

osteoarthritis were differences between pre-test and post-test pain scores 

 

Subjects of                   WOMAC         Rank                  

Experimental                Score 

Group 

Subjects 

of              

Control 

Group 

         WOMAC          Rank 

         Score 

     

E1   35                  8   C1   35                  8             

E2   25                  4  C2   45                  13 

E3   32                  7 C3   37                  10 

E4   24                  3 C4   47                  14 

E5   27                  5 C5   36                  9 

E6   29                  6 C6   40                  11 

E7   23                  2 

   

C7   43                  12 

  E8 21                  1 C8 50                  15 

        = 8                        Total = 36              = 8                                Total = 92      

 

 

Here, 

   = 8                                                              

   = 8 

Tx=  92 
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Now ‘U’ formula 

          
  (    )

 
    

          
 (   )

 
    

        

   

 

[Here, 

    = the number of the subjects in trail group  

  = the number of the subject in control group.  

  = the number of the subjects of the group with larger rank total.  

  = the larger rank total.] 
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Statistical Probability Table 

Critical values of U for a one tailed test at 0.05 
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